This accessory package contains a new air inlet connector. Use the following instructions in place of the section of the furnace instructions on pages 14 and 15 titled Installation of Air Inlet Connector and Figure 19.

The air inlet connector must be installed on the top panel of the furnace (see Figure 19A). The connector and mounting screws are shipped in this accessory bag. The air inlet connector is placed over the hole pattern in the top panel and the lip on the bottom of the connector must fit into the hole on the top panel. The connector is then secured to the top panel using the four (4) No. 10 x 5/8 sheet metal screws. The screws should be tightened securely, so the lip of the connector is seated properly in the hole in order to prevent air leakage. When installing furnace as non-direct vent (one [1] pipe), a field supplied PVC street elbow (see Table on page 2 for size required in the installation instructions) must be attached to the air inlet connector with the elbow open end facing front (Figure 19A). When installing furnaces as direct vent (two [2] pipe), air inlet piping must match vent pipe in length and configuration.
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